Background boosters for elementary teachers

Q: How is reading science
books different from reading
other kinds of books?

A:

One short answer to this
question is that, for many
people, there is no difference. My
wife and I make a good case study
for different ways of reading books.
Being the nerd I am, I try to analyze
such everyday things as different reading speeds and look for a
reason. First, here’s the difference
between our reading styles: My
wife can read a novel in about half
the time it takes me to read the same
novel. Within a year’s time, she can
pick up the same novel and read it a
second time. Me, I read novels once

“It’s a romance novel. Stop analyzing it.”
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and look at reading one a second
time as a tedious task.
Explaining the difference in our
reading speeds is pretty simple. I’ve
spent a good deal of time reading
science books. My wife’s experience is primarily in history and
political science reading. A good
history book tells a story, much
like a good novel. In reading those
stories, one is able to read through
the text relatively quickly and still
get the main points. Science reading
is a much slower process. You read
science texts to understand specific
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concepts, and usually few of the
words on a page are wasted; just
about every word can be significant
for understanding the concept at
hand. Suffice it to say that my wife
has a difficult time with science
texts, while I’m so slow I never get
through history texts.

The Research Says So

Backing up this view of science
reading is a fair amount of psychological research. For example, there
are lots of studies that compare
experts (those who have studied
or even taught a subject for a long
period of time) and novices (those
new to a subject) in many areas.
One of the earliest such studies was
done in chess (Chase and Simon
1973). The researchers found that
experts organized their knowledge of chess in a fundamentally
different way from how novices
looked at the game. The experts
saw patterns the novices didn’t
see and organized their knowledge
in “chunks”—large collections of
chess-piece positions and possible
moves arising from those positions.
Similar studies in science problem
solving reveal that experts have a
rich connection of science concepts
and a knowledge of the important
features of problems, while novices tend to focus on the surface

features of a problem that are often
unimportant when considering
how to solve those problems (Chi,
Feltovich, and Glaser 1981).
For example, it’s common for
novices to classify problems as
a “spring problem,” an “elevator
problem,” or a “pulley problem.”
Experts, on the other hand, classify problems according to the
major principals—Newton’s second law, conservation of energy,
conservation of momentum—one
uses to solve the problems. So,
novices often see details but not
the big picture while experts see
the big picture and use the details
as necessary.

Reading Like an Expert

Well, how do you become an expert
and see the big picture? You have to
understand the important concepts,
know all of the subconcepts that are
related to the important concepts,
and keep everything in the proper
hierarchy. Surprise, surprise; this
takes time! To develop this richly
connected understanding of concepts, you need to read explanations slowly, reflecting on what you
have read and how it fits into what
you already know. Personally, I can
easily spend an hour ruminating
over a page or two of reading that
covers a particularly difficult science concept. As I ruminate, I ask
myself questions, such as, “How
does this new material fit in with
concepts I’ve already learned?”
and “Are there any real-world experiences to which this material
applies?” Perhaps the most important question, though, is “Does this
make sense to me?”

An example I often use in teacher
workshops is the second part of
Newton’s first law, which states that
objects in motion tend to keep moving in a straight line unless acted upon
by an external force. I challenge people to provide an everyday example
of a thing moving in a straight line
without slowing down or stopping.
Of course, there isn’t an everyday
example of this, unless you’re an
astronaut who spends a lot of time in
the Space Shuttle. To understand this
part of Newton’s first law and have it
make sense to you, you have to understand how Galileo (not Newton)
came up with this concept. With a
couple of other people, I wrote an article on this for Science and Children,
and I’ll refer you to that for an explanation (Robertson, Gallagher, and
Miller 2004). But, I digress…back to
the main point, which is that if the
science you’re reading about doesn’t
make complete sense to you, then
you are unlikely to add it to your collection of science concepts that do
make sense. You’ll either leave the
new concepts as unconnected ideas
that you are likely to forget, or you’ll
simply memorize the new concepts
and make them last awhile before you
then forget them. And again, making
sure the concepts make sense takes
more time than reading the material
as if it were a novel.

It Takes More Than Reading

Of course, reading alone isn’t the
best way to learn science (Robertson 2006/2007). You need to connect the reading to real-world experiences, as detailed by Perspectives
in this issue (p. 56). Teaching
Through Trade Books provides a

great example of connecting activities to reading (p. 14). Interposing
activities and reading helps people
understand concepts better, but
only if they go slowly enough in the
reading to make the connections
between activity and concept.
Adding to the slow reading you
have to do with science books is the
fact that the pages often contain
equations and series of equations.
To understand what the author is
doing, you have to follow his or her
math steps, and that takes time.
Some books are really good at helping you follow these equations, and
others are really good at letting you
figure it out on your own. Ironically, some authors seem to believe
that the more difficult the material,
the less the need for explanation of
the equations.
Bill Robertson (wrobert9@
ix.netcom.com) is the author of
the NSTA Press book series, Stop
Faking It! Finally Understanding
Science So You Can Teach It.
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If you are a regular book reader, you probably already know about some book genres that you have read or that you love reading. In this
post, you will learn about the two main types of books and their sub-categories which we commonly refer to as genres of books or book
genres. CONTENTS (click to navigate).Â Yeah Sap, itâ€™s always great to learn something new. And good to know that you have
been reading all kinds of books. Keep Reading, Keep Growing! ðŸ™‚. Reply. Diya Chatterjee. Why do people (0) __B__ read books
when there are a lot of other forms of (1) ___? Some people say that books are (2)_____, and not everyone can (3)___ books from the
library. They may add that TV is more (4)____ and you can relax while watching a film. But books are still very (5)_____. They (6)_ the
reader to use his or her (7)____. You can read just a few pages, and then stop. But it may be so (8)____ that you canâ€™t stop. There
are many different kinds of books, so you can choose an autobiography or a science (9)_____, or any book you like. Non-fiction books
help you to be in the (10)____ a

